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A. Development Environment Setup
This section covers the local environment setup, as well as the installation and usage of several Algorand 
development tools, languages, and SDKs.

The following pages may be helpful to review in advance:

Blockchain
Algorand
Smart contracts
Decentralized Applications (dApps)
Algorand Features



1. System Requirements
To follow this tutorial, you will need to install the following:

Python 3

pip3

sudo apt install python3-pip

Git

I. Mac OSX

Install Homebrew:

Install wget

Install Docker Desktop for Mac. Download the correct version of Docker Desktop for your particular 
device. Docker Desktop for Mac includes Compose as well as other Docker applications.

II. Windows

Install Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL 2) and set up your development environment.

Use Windows PowerShell to check running WSL instances.

Ensure WSL Version 2 is running.

Update WSL if necessary.

Resetting and/or Repairing Ubuntu may help, if any issues persist.

ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/master/install)"

1

brew install wget1
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Install Docker Desktop for Windows. Docker Desktop for Mac includes Compose as well as other 
Docker applications.

Check Docker Version using a WSL Terminal.

You can easily open WSL Terminal instances on VS Code using the directions in 2b. VSCode Setup 
below.

Make sure Docker Desktop is configured to WSL 2.

III. Docker Configuration  

Ensure Docker Desktop is configured correctly, and make sure it has started (and is actively running) before 
launching the Algorand Sandbox.

Note: Docker may contribute to memory usage issues on some machines. You can enforce hard or soft 
memory limits on specific Docker containers, and monitor the CPU / GPU usage of your local machine. You 
can also access Docker stats using the command line and find device-specific documentation to optimize 
your Docker Desktop installation. There may be additional configurations required if you're using WSL2. 
Addressing these configurations will minimize issues with Docker Desktop and facilitate smoother usage of 
tools like Sandbox.

https://docs.docker.com/desktop/windows/wsl/
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A running Docker Desktop application that supports the Algorand Sandbox will resemble the following:





In this case, Kubernetes has been enabled (and is running) as well:



2. Visual Studio Code  
Visual Studio (VS) Code offers a variety of extensions in a consistent development environment that is well-
suited for developers at various levels. This section provides instructions to install and configure VS Code to 
meet various smart contract and dApp development requirements.

I. VS Code Installation  

II. VS Code Extensions  

Depending on the requirements of your project, a variety of VS Code extensions are available:

Python
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Java

JavaScript

Go



Remote Development

You can now open and utilize WSL terminal instances directly on VS Code



Docker

Reach IDE

NPM



3. Algorand Sandbox  
Algorand Sandbox offers a simple way to set up local Algorand nodes in a containerized environment. This 
makes it easy to develop and deploy applications in a test environment using private network configurations 
(release, nightly, beta, and dev) as well as standard Algorand network configurations (mainnet, testnet, 
betanet, and devnet). You can even specify custom configurations by modifying existing configuration 
profiles (stored as config.<name>  files) or setting up new ones.

You will need to open Docker Desktop and ensure it is running for the next series of steps.

I. Sandbox Setup  

To get started with Algorand Sandbox, create a clone of the latest version within a local directory.

Create a root directory for your Algorand project and sandbox instance(s):

mkdir Algorand-Development

Navigate to the newly created directory:

cd Algorand-Development

Clone sandbox from GitHub:

git clone https://github.com/algorand/sandbox.git

Navigate to the new sandbox directory and list its contents to verify a successful installation:

cd sandbox ; l
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You can find connection details in the sandbox documentation:

We will use this information to connect to the sandbox through the Algorand SDKs, for instance.

II. Sandbox Commands  

- algod:

    - address: http://localhost:4001

    - token: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

- kmd:

    - address: http://localhost:4002

    - token: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

- indexer:

    - address: http://localhost:8980
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Command Action

./sandbox introduction
Check relevant sandbox commands, algorand commands, and

flags anytime.

./sandbox up
Spin up a Docker container with testnet binaries as default

network configuration.

./sandbox up

[mainnet||testnet||betanet]
Specify network configuration to mainnet, testnet, or betanet.

./sandbox up

[mainnet||testnet||betanet]

[-s]

Pass in the -s  flag to skip snapshot initialization and download

blockchain from the first round.  

Note: This is only applicable for early-stage development because

it enables developers to bypass catchup waittimes and quickly

bootstrap from a snapshot of the blockchain.

./sandbox test
Send REST calls to utilize algod and kmd or run some goal

commands.

./sandbox down Tear down the environment and restart it anytime.

./sandbox clean Easily stop and delete the container and data directory.

./sandbox logs View the logs.

./sandbox status Check the status of a node.

./sandbox enter
Use a shell within the sandbox container to interact with the node

and run commands.

./sandbox goal (args)

Manage your node. 

This is analogous to using goal on the Algorand CLI. For instance,

you can use goal node status [-d <data

directory>]  or goal node status  for node information

using the Algorand CLI goal tool.

The Algorand Sandbox GitHub repository README.md file contains additional commands and details.

Navigate to the directory containing your Algorand Sandbox installation, and run the following script with the 
default configuration (as specified in the .active_config file within the sandbox directory):

./sandbox up testnet

You will see a result like the following:

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/using-sdks-and-rest-apis
https://developer.algorand.org/docs/using-goal
https://github.com/algorand/sandbox#readme


When the catchup is complete, you can use ./sandbox status  to check the status of the running 
sandbox:

You may occasionally see the following result:



Command Line Utility Description

goal CLI for interacting with the Algorand software instance

kmd Key management daemon

algokey CLI for managing Algorand keys

If this occurs, you can simply start another terminal instance (WSL on Windows), navigate to the sandbox 
directory, and enter ./sandbox status  to confirm that the sandbox is running.

For a faster process (useful for quick testing), you can skip fast-catchup by using:

./sandbox up testnet -s .

You can test smart signatures, smart contracts, and dApps within the sandbox development environment. 

Once you are finished, you can enter deactivate  to shut down the virtual environment and ./sandbox 
down  to shutdown the sandbox. You can start the virtual environment and sandbox again as needed.

Note: If you want to permanently stop the container and delete its contents, you can also use ./sandbox 
clean .

III. Command Line Interface (CLI) Tools  

Various Algorand CLI tools can be used within the sandbox, such as:

We will use goal , for instance, in the following sections to access various functionalities for Algorand 
smart contract and dApp development .
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IV. Sandbox Assistance & Troubleshooting  

Algorand Sandbox enables a wide variety of commands, which can be reviewed in the official 
documentation. You can also enter ./sandbox -h  inside a running Algorand Sandbox instance for 
sandbox command suggestions:

You can use the -h  flag to receive suggestions related to a specific command as well. For instance, using 
the ./sandbox goal asset create -h  command will result in suggestions related to creating an asset 
using the goal  CLI within the Algorand Sandbox:

Not having a "caught up" sandbox is a common problem that can contribute to errors even if the program is 
perfectly constructed. You can try the following:

Use ./sandbox status  or ./sandbox goal node status  to check the current status.

Check the balance of an account using sandbox. Add funds to it using the Testnet Dispenser. Check 
the updated balance on the Dispenser page or Testnet AlgoExplorer. Once again, check whether the 
updated balance is reflected in the sandbox output.

Sync the node network using fast catchup:

Simply add ./sandbox  before goal commands. For example, you can enter ./sandbox goal 
node start  and ./sandbox goal node status  to start the node (if not already started) 
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and run the status. You can then follow the documentation to complete the steps to fully update 
the node if needed.

Reset the sandbox using ./sandbox reset .

Close all Terminal instances and reopen them. Check ./sandbox status  in a new Terminal window.

Restart VS Code and reboot sandbox.

Restart Docker and reboot sandbox.

4. PyTeal  
Algorand Smart Contracts (ASC1) utilize Transaction Execution Approval Language (TEAL), a stack-based 
language that allows branch forwarding while preventing recursive logic to maximize safety and 
performance. However, TEAL is an assembly-like language, which makes it challenging to understand and 
debug.

PyTeal is a high-level meta-language that facilitates TEAL programming using a Python-like syntax. PyTeal 
expressions can be easily compiled into TEAL, enabling higher-quality smart signatures and smart contracts 
to be written. With PyTeal, developers can leverage various testing frameworks and libraries available in 
Python. Algorand also provides a TEAL debugger (tldbg) for additional code optimization and error-proofing. 
It is also advisable to review TEAL Opcodes and Guidelines to minimize errors and security issues.

Various examples of PyTeal are provided in the PyTeal documentation as well as the Algorand 
documentation. PyTeal can be used to write stateful smart contracts (known as applications) as well as 
stateless smart contracts (known as signatures). You can learn more about the differences between the two 
as well as state access in the documentation. It may also be helpful to understand modes of use and state 
modification.

The following sections cover environment setup, as well as the installation and basic usage of PyTeal to get 
started with Algorand smart contract development.

I. PyTeal Development Environment  

To set up a new development environment, create a project folder inside your Algorand development 
workspace:

mkdir algo-projects

Set up your Python development environment with a Python virtual environment.

Create the virtual environment (titled algo-venv in this case) inside the project folder:

cd algo-projects

python -m venv algo-venv

Activate the venv using the following command:

. algo-venv/bin/activate  (for Linux, MacOS, and WSL2)

. algo-venv/Scripts/activate  (for Windows)

(Note: You can exit the virtual environment using deactivate .)

Select a Python interpreter:

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/run-a-node/setup/install/#sync-node-network-using-fast-catchup
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Press    to select and activate a Python environment within VS Code.

You can check the pyvenv.cfg file within the algo-projects directory to ensure you're using the intended 
Python version for this virtual environment:

While there is no specific structure defined for Algorand smart contract projects, there are some common 
themes in organizing project files. Algorand Developer Relations, for instance, offers an excellent example of 
PyTeal project structure on GitHub, along with a corresponding YouTube course. Following the lessons and 
cloning the repository would be an excellent starting point for new Algorand developers.

The following hierarchy has been established within the algo-projects/algorand_smart_contracts/ directory 
within an Algorand Development workspace in VS Code. You can use mkdir [directory-name]  to create 
directories and touch [file-name]  to create files, or establish them manually. The development and 
deployment specifications of your project may dictate the exact structure of your smart contract projects.

https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/python/environments#_select-and-activate-an-environment
https://github.com/algorand-devrel/pyteal-course
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpAdAjL5F75CNnmGbz9Dm_k-z5I6Sv9_x


Subsequent sections on smart contract and dApp development will cover various options for project setup.

II. PyTeal Installation  

Use the following command to install PyTeal:

pip install pyteal

Alternatively, you can choose a distribution file and run pip3 install [file name] .

Install a variety of required packages:

pip install -r requirements.txt
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Upgrade your pip version if you are prompted to do so. If you run into any issues, you can use pip freeze 
> requirements.txt  (in a virtual environment) or RUN pip freeze > requirements.txt  (in a 

Dockerfile) to create the requirements.txt file before running pip install -r requirements.txt .

III. PyTeal Compilation Example  

Now, we will walk through a simple example of compiling a PyTeal program into TEAL.

a. PyTeal Code  

This is a simple stateless smart contract that implements a logic signature to enable a designated user to 
withdraw funds from a bank account:

from pyteal import *

# Base 32 encoded address of the receiver's contract account

bob = Addr("HP5X23KAWIEHKOA2MMN6Q2AWD7K2RJZ5S2HJYPKAOZC2GZLOSZ5GBYTTQ4")

# Bank fee for the transaction

BANK_FEE = Int(10)

# This is a simple bank that allows a user to withdraw funds from a contract 

account.

def virtualBank(tmpl_receiver=bob):

    # Safety conditions for the transaction

    safety_checks = And(

        # Check the transaction type is a payment

        Txn.type_enum() == TxnType.Payment,

        # Check there is a single transaction

        Global.group_size() == Int(1),

        # Check only designated receiver can withdraw funds from contract account

        Txn.receiver() == tmpl_receiver,

        # Check there is no close out address

        Txn.close_remainder_to() == Global.zero_address(),

        # Check there is no rekey address

        Txn.rekey_to() == Global.zero_address(),
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b. TEAL Compilation  

When compileTeal()  is called, the PyTeal expression is converted into a TEAL program, which contains a 
sequence of TEAL opcodes. You can compile the PyTeal file into TEAL using python virtualBank.py : 

    )

    # Fee condition for transaction (bank fee, in this case)

    fee_check = Txn.fee() <= BANK_FEE

    return And(safety_checks, fee_check)

if __name__ == "__main__":

    program = virtualBank()

    # "Signature" mode designates this as a smart signature (stateless smart 

contract)

    print(compileTeal(program, Mode.Signature, version=5))

# Reference: https://pyteal.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html?

highlight=basic%20bank#overview
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#pragma version 5

txn TypeEnum

int pay

==

global GroupSize
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Before a TEAL program can be used, it needs to be compiled into Algorand Virtual Machine (AVM) bytecode, 
after which it can be submitted to the blockchain. TEAL files can be compiled through:

Algorand Software Development Kits (SDKs)
Command Line
Submission into node for automatic compilation

Examples including the Python, Java, JavaScript, and Go SDKs will be covered in the following sections.

5. Algorand Software Development Kits (SDK)  
A variety of SDKs are available for Algorand Software Development. This includes the official Python, 
JavaScript, Java, and Go SDKs, as well as various community-developed SDKs.

I. Algorand Python SDK  

Ensure you have installed a compatible version of Python and the necessary package installers:

First, install the the Python SDK for Algorand:

pip3 install py-algorand-sdk

Install SDK dependencies:

int 1

==

&&

txn Receiver

addr HP5X23KAWIEHKOA2MMN6Q2AWD7K2RJZ5S2HJYPKAOZC2GZLOSZ5GBYTTQ4

==

&&

txn CloseRemainderTo

global ZeroAddress

==

&&

txn RekeyTo

global ZeroAddress

==

&&

txn Fee

int 10

<=

&&

return
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pip install -r requirements.txt

If you run into any issues, you can use pip freeze > requirements.txt  (in a virtual environment) or 
RUN pip freeze > requirements.txt  (in a Dockerfile) to create the requirements.txt file before 

running pip install -r requirements.txt .

Run tests:

make docker-test

Format code:

black .

Create a new file named quickstart.py and run the Quick Start example to ensure everything works as 
expected. You don't need a node to run this example.

You can enter python quickstart.py  (or python3 quickstart.py , depending on your 
configuration) to run the program:

If you encounter errors like "no module named algosdk," you can try running python3 -m pip install 

py-algorand-sdk --upgrade .

from algosdk import account, encoding

# generate an account

private_key, address = account.generate_account()

print("Private key:", private_key)

print("Address:", address)

# check if the address is valid

if encoding.is_valid_address(address):

    print("The address is valid!")

else:

    print("The address is invalid.")
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Occasionally, you may need to update the SDK using pip3 install --upgrade py-algorand-sdk .

You can now practice using the Python SDK by running your first transaction. Note that you will need to fund 
the newly created account in order for the transaction to be successful; otherwise, you will see errors due to 
overspending.

II. Algorand JavaScript SDK  

Install the Algorand JavaScript SDK by following the steps below.

Ensure you have installed Node.js and npm:

Check your Node.js and npm versions with node -v && npm -v . Update npm with npm install -g 

npm  if needed.

Initialize the project, and confirm and/or configure package.json specifications:

npm init  (or npm init -y )

Install the Algorand SDK:

npm install algosdk

List the installation version:

npm list algosdk

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/sdks/python/
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Now, the modules are available in node_modules/. 

Note: You will need TypeScript 4.2+ to properly utilize the TypeScript types provided by this package:

tsc -v

Your package.json file will resemble the following:

Now, we will run the Quick Start example. 

First, create a file named quickstart.js and add the following code to it:

(Note: This slightly differs from the quick start example listed in the js-algorand-sdk repository because the 
configuration is modified to use Algorand Sandbox.)

{

  "name": "algo-javascript",

  "version": "1.0.0",

  "description": "",

  "main": "index.js",

  "scripts": {

    "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"

  },

  "author": "",

  "license": "ISC",

  "dependencies": {

    "algosdk": "^1.14.0"

  }

}
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// Import algosdk

const algosdk = require('algosdk');

// Specify token, server, and port to establish the connection

// Algod API token) - default aaa... (64 a's) for each sandbox

const token = 'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa';

// Algod API server - default address http://localhost with port 4001

const server = 'http://localhost';

const port = 4001;

// Connect client; client needs to be instantiated before making calls to API 

endpoints

const client = new algosdk.Algodv2(token, server, port);

(async () => {

    console.log(await client.status().do());
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Run the file using node quickstart.js :

You can now practice using the JavaScript SDK by running your first transaction. Note that you will need to 
fund the newly created account in order for the transaction to be successful; otherwise, you will see errors 
due to overspending.

III. Algorand Java SDK  

Open a New Window in VS Code.

Ensure you have compatible versions of Java (11+) and Maven (3.6+) installed:

If necessary, update your version of Java and/or Maven. Ensure that your environmental variables are 
configured correctly.

Create a project using the following command:

mvn archetype:generate -DgroupId=com.mytest.app -DartifactId=my-app -

DarchetypeVersion=1.4 -DinteractiveMode=false

Alternatively, follow the instructions below to manually create it within VS Code.

Create a Maven project by clicking + next to "Java Projects" within the VS Code Explorer:

})().catch((e) => {

    console.log(e);

});
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Select the "Maven create from archetype" option:

Next, select the "maven-archetype-quickstart" option:



Specify the version (1.4, in this example), groupID (com.algodev), and artifactID (java-example). Specify the 
destination folder when prompted. 

Now, you will be able to see the newly-created Maven project:

Once the project has been created/opened, open the pom.xml file and add the following dependencies:



Algorand Java SDK dependency:

JSON dependency

Save the pom.xml file, which should initiate a rebuild. You may receive the following prompt, to which you 
can answer "Now" or "Always":

Once the build has been completed, you can create a new file named GettingStarted.java. Copy and paste the 
GettingStarted.java code from Algorand Developer Relations, and save the file. Ensure the package source 
information is updated.

<dependency>

  <groupId>com.algorand</groupId>

  <artifactId>algosdk</artifactId>

  <version>1.12.0</version>

</dependency>
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<dependency>

  <groupId>org.json</groupId>

  <artifactId>json</artifactId>

  <version>20210307</version>

  <type>jar</type>

</dependency>
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Next, start sandbox from the sandbox directory if it isn't currently running. If you want to skip fast catchup, 
you can simply pass:

./sandbox up testnet -s

Use ./sandbox status  to check the current state of the sandbox:

Once the sandbox is caught up, you can run the program by clicking on "Run and Debug":

The Java Debug Console will open and a dispenser link will be outputted:



Follow the outputted link on your browser to dispense ALGOs into the new account:

Return to the Java Debug Console and press the ENTER key to continue:



You can see that the transaction was successfully processed, and the Closing Amount of microAlgos is as 
expected. You can experiment with this code to create more complex transactions.

You may notice that the "Account Balance" is "0 microAlgos." This is because of the 
closeRemainderTo()  specification. As noted in the GitHub repository hosting this code, you should be 

careful when using closeRemainderTo . The program currently states closeRemainderTo(RECEIVER) , 
which indicates that all remaining funds from the Sender account should be sent to the Receiver account. 
You can delete RECEIVER  from closeRemainderTo()  or simply omit this optional field altogether.

You can view all of these transactions in the Testnet Algoexplorer: 

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/transactions/transactions/#payment-transaction
https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/address/C7KKTK23PP3YKD6IYORN2ISP34GE57UQSLIKQ562UN2XM3PA4CFF57IY5M


Now, you can practice using the Java SDK by running additional examples provided by Algorand.

Note: If you want to open an existing Java Project, you can open a new VS Code window, Select "Create Java 
Project," and "open a Java project folder." Once the project folder is open, you can open the pom.xml file, 
make any modifications necessary, and wait for the build to initiate.

https://github.com/algorand-devrel/hackathon/tree/915da9b0f070a68927acb72ad32c645153b739a2/algorandsamples/v2/java-test/src/main/java/com/algorand/javatest


IV. Algorand Go SDK  

To start using the Go SDK for Algorand, you will first need to download and install Go for your computer's 
operating system. 

Within WSL, you can use the following commands:

af://n411
https://go.dev/doc/install


Edit your ./bashrc file by running nano ~/.bashrc  to:

Add /usr/local/go/bin to the PATH  environment variable using export 
PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/go/bin

Set GOPATH by running export GOPATH=$HOME/go
Set PATH variable by running export PATH=$PATH:$GOPATH/bin

Additional options include editing $HOME/.profile or /etc/profile (for a system-wide installation) instead.

Now, you can verify your installation with go version :

If you run into any issues, you might need to remove previous installations of Go or edit environment 
variables. Running go env  can provide useful information.

Now, you are ready to download the Algorand Go SDK:

Create a Makefile in the project directory and run make build . Your Makefile will resemble the following:

# Download stable version of Golang into a specific folder (algo-go, in this case)

# Replace the download link from https://go.dev/dl/

wget -P ~/go-download https://go.dev/dl/go1.17.8.linux-amd64.tar.gz

# Extract source code

sudo tar -C /usr/local/ -xzf ~/go-download/go1.17.8.linux-amd64.tar.gz

# Check where Go is located using "which go" command
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go get -u github.com/algorand/go-algorand-sdk/... 

# You can use the following (or explore go install) if the above command doesn't 

work

# go get github.com/algorand/go-algorand-sdk
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SRCPATH     := $(shell pwd)

TEST_SOURCES := $(shell cd $(SRCPATH) && go list ./...)

TEST_SOURCES_NO_CUCUMBER := $(shell cd $(SRCPATH) && go list ./... | grep -v 

test)

lint:

    golint `go list ./... | grep -v /vendor/`

fmt:

    go fmt ./...

generate:

    cd $(SRCPATH) && go generate ./logic
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https://github.com/algorand/go-algorand-sdk
https://github.com/algorand/go-algorand-sdk/blob/develop/Makefile


Follow the console prompts and add additional imports as needed. For instance, the system might instruct 
you to run go mod download github.com/algorand/go-algorand  and go get 
github.com/algorand/go-algorand-sdk/encoding/msgpack@v1.13.0 .

Now, you can create a new file (named main.go, in this case) within a designated project directory and 
copy/paste the code provided by Algorand on Replit (main.go). Now, edit the code to be usable with your 
local sandbox installation:

Delete the following:

Add the following:

build: generate

    cd $(SRCPATH) && go test -run xxx_phony_test $(TEST_SOURCES)

test:

    go test $(TEST_SOURCES_NO_CUCUMBER)

unit:

    go test $(TEST_SOURCES_NO_CUCUMBER)

    cd test && go test -timeout 0s --godog.strict=true --godog.format=pretty --

godog.tags="@unit.offline,@unit.algod,@unit.indexer,@unit.transactions.keyreg,@un

it.rekey,@unit.tealsign,@unit.dryrun,@unit.responses,@unit.applications,@unit.tra

nsactions,@unit.indexer.rekey,@unit.responses.messagepack,@unit.responses.231,@un

it.responses.messagepack.231,@unit.responses.genesis,@unit.feetest,@unit.indexer.

logs,@unit.abijson,@unit.transactions.payment,@unit.atomic_transaction_composer" 

--test.v .

integration:

    go test $(TEST_SOURCES_NO_CUCUMBER)

    cd test && go test -timeout 0s --godog.strict=true --godog.format=pretty --

godog.tags="@algod,@assets,@auction,@kmd,@send,@indexer,@rekey,@send.keyregtxn,@d

ryrun,@compile,@applications.verified,@indexer.applications,@indexer.231,@abi,@c2

c" --test.v .

docker-test:

    ./test/docker/run_docker.sh

.PHONY: test fmt
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  // instantiate algod client

  const algodAddress = "https://academy-algod.dev.aws.algodev.network"

  const algodToken = 

"2f3203f21e738a1de6110eba6984f9d03e5a95d7a577b34616854064cf2c0e7b"
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https://replit.com/@Algorand/Getting-Started-with-Go#main.go


Create go.mod and go.sum files in the Go workspace as well. Examples include the go-algorand/go-mod and 
go-algorand/go-sum files available on GitHub. You can run go mod tidy  for project-specific 
configurations.

Now, run go build . 

In this example, a new file titled algo-go is generated. 

Next, start sandbox from the sandbox directory if it isn't currently running. If you want to skip fast catchup, 
you can simply pass:

./sandbox up testnet -s

Once the sandbox is caught up, you can run the Go program built above by entering ./algo-go . 

Dispense funds into the account using the Algorand Testnet Dispenser URL provided and press "Enter" when 
you are ready to continue.

 *// instantiate algod client*

  const algodAddress **=** "http://localhost:4001"

  const algodToken **=** 

"aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"
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https://github.com/algorand/go-algorand/blob/master/go.mod
https://github.com/algorand/go-algorand/blob/master/go.sum


The final output will disclose details about the completed transaction:

Like in the Java SDK example above, there is a closeToAddr  specified, which results in all remaining 
balances being transferred to a specified receiver address. Using this code in a non-test environment would 
be risky, as it stands, because the Sender could accidentally transfer their entire account balance to the 
Closeout Address.

You can view all of these transactions in the Testnet Algoexplorer: 

https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/address/7AKVCDEWLMQ72FIWDVKXPGBXVSCNEWVLATJM4MKSVZ7FM7AQLYMPM3MGFI


Now, you can practice using the Go SDK by running additional examples provided by Algorand.

6. Reach  
Reach is a user-friendly, JavaScript-like language that makes it safe and easy to build smart contracts and 
dApps. At the time of this writing, it supports Algorand, Ethereum, and Conflux networks, with more 
protocols possibly on the way. Reach generalizes the backend language of a dApp and leverages 
"connectors" to translate the backend language into correct bytecode outputs. Blockchain-specific 
functionalities are available, and the ecosystem is growing.

I. Reach Installation  

Check version of make, Docker, and Docker compose to ensure compatibility. The following commands 
should run without errors:

make --version

docker --version

docker-compose --version

Create a project directory. You can start with tut, as recommended in the Reach tutorial:

mkdir -p ~/reach/tut && cd ~/reach/tut

Next, download Reach:

curl https://docs.reach.sh/reach -o reach ; chmod +x reach

https://github.com/algorand-devrel/hackathon/tree/915da9b0f070a68927acb72ad32c645153b739a2/algorandsamples/v2/mygodemo/src
af://n458
https://reach.sh/
https://docs.reach.sh/tut/overview/#overview
af://n460
https://docs.reach.sh/tut/rps/#tut
https://docs.reach.sh/tool/install/


Check the Reach version to confirm everything works as expected:

./reach version

Set up your Reach environment:

./reach config

Reach relies on Docker images, which you need to download. Although this occurs automatically when you 
first use Reach, you can also do it manually:

./reach update



Confirm that everything works as expected:

./reach compile --help

You can also run the following command to automate the above process for a future project:

./reach init



III. Reach Application Example  

Now, you can create a sample Reach application! Here, we will follow Reach's Tutorial 4: Bets and Wagers 
example to walk through this process.

First, create index.rsh and index.mjs files, located in the ~/reach/tut  directory, in this example:

touch index.rsh

touch index.mjs

Next, use a text editor ( nano , in this example) to edit those newly-created files.

Edit Index.rsh using nano index.rsh :

'reach 0.1';

export const main = Reach.App(() => {

  const Alice = Participant('Alice', {

    // Specify Alice's interact interface here

  });

  const Bob   = Participant('Bob', {

   // Specify Bob's interact interface here

  });

  init();

  // write your program here

});

// Source: https://github.com/reach-sh/reach-lang/tree/master/examples/rps-1-

setup/index.rsh
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af://n504
https://docs.reach.sh/tut/rps/#tut-4


<img 

Edit Index.mjs using nano index.mjs :

import { loadStdlib } from '@reach-sh/stdlib';

import * as backend from './build/index.main.mjs';

const stdlib = loadStdlib(process.env);

(async () => {

  const startingBalance = stdlib.parseCurrency(100);

  const accAlice = await stdlib.newTestAccount(startingBalance);

  const accBob = await stdlib.newTestAccount(startingBalance);

  const ctcAlice = accAlice.contract(backend);

  const ctcBob = accBob.contract(backend, ctcAlice.getInfo());

  await Promise.all([

    ctcAlice.p.Alice({

      // implement Alice's interact object here

    }),

    ctcBob.p.Bob({

      // implement Bob's interact object here

    }),

  ]);

})(); // <-- Don't forget these!

// Source: https://github.com/reach-sh/reach-lang/tree/master/examples/rps-1-

setup/index.mjs
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Now you can run the program. 

This effectively builds and launches a Docker container for the Bets and Wagers example application. You 
can learn more about what happens behind the scenes during execution in the Reach documentation.

You can use ./reach run  to run the program multiple times and see varying outcomes. You can also 
modify the index.rsh and index.mjs files for a variety of implementations, as shown below:

Run #1:

https://docs.reach.sh/tut/overview/#over-execute


Run #2:

Run #3:



For a better understanding of Reach's capabilities, you can run additional examples and review Reach 
commands and subcommands.

8. Accounts Creation, Funding, & Recovery  

I. Account Creation With Sandbox  

Accounts are necessary to perform transactions on Algorand. Here, we will create test accounts and fund 
them.

Depending on your development and security requirements, you can also create standalone accounts or 
multisignature accounts. The Algorand documentation covers how various SDKs can be used for each of 
these tasks as well.

You can use Algo Vanity Address Generator to generate random addresses for development and testing. 
Generated addresses are visible on Algo Explorer and receive an assigned passphrase.

Important Reminders: 

1. Protect your password and backup phrase. 
2. Ensure passphrases and other sensitive details are never exposed on MainNet. 
3. If you plan on using a generated address/phrase, rekey it to ensure no one else is able to use it.

Creating accounts within sandbox is easy. Simply use the commands listed below to (1) create a wallet and 
(2) create an account.

https://docs.reach.sh/tut/rps/#tut
https://docs.reach.sh/tool/usage/
af://n532
af://n533
https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/accounts/create/#standalone
https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/accounts/create/#multisignature
https://algovanity.com/
https://algoexplorer.io/address/RZHZBYWGGSHBI5BVR24YNXISWLTDS67JOVLSNCHGANQEN7O5GUOFTWPUHE
https://www.algorand.com/resources/algorand-announcements/announcing-rekeying


Commands Description

./sandbox goal wallet new <name-of-wallet> Step 1: Create a new wallet.

./sandbox goal account new <name-of-account> Step 2: Create a new account.

./sandbox goal account list List account(s).

./sandbox goal wallet -f <name-of-wallet> Set a particular wallet as the default wallet.

For the purposes of this guide, we will be creating 3 wallet-derived (kmd) accounts using goal  using the 
sandbox.

Here, helloWallet will contain 3 accounts: jim, bob, and ryan.

We will walk through the creation of helloWallet on testnet here.

Create a new wallet, helloWallet:

./sandbox goal wallet new helloWallet

You will be asked to choose a password for the wallet and confirm it. It is simply 12345678 in this example 
case.

You will then be asked if you'd like to see the backup phrase. Once you type "y" you will be able to see the 
backup phrase, which you should save and keep safe. In this case, the backup phrase is: 

device render salute vanish payment luggage bless pill lawsuit knee heart ritual spider habit cube suit shed 
unlock critic shiver sail speak cry absent office

To set this wallet as the default wallet, you can type:

./sandbox goal wallet -f helloWallet

You can change this specification as needed. Note that you can only add accounts to the specified "default" 
wallet.

To add a new account named jim, simple enter:

./sandbox goal account new jim

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/accounts/create/#wallet-derived-kmd


You will be asked to enter the password for the wallet you just created. Once you enter that information, a 
new account will be created. Note the address of the newly created account. 

You can repeat the process to create additional accounts:

Now, you can list all of the accounts that contained in the (default) wallet:

./sandbox goal account list

II. Account Funding With Sandbox  

To fund an account on TestNet, visit the TestNet Dispenser (Alternate Link on AlgoExplorer) and follow the 
directions. You can use the BetaNet Dispenser for BetaNet account funding.

Here, we will add 5 Algo to the bob Account within helloWallet:

af://n584
https://dispenser.testnet.aws.algodev.network/
https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/dispenser
https://bank.betanet.algodev.network/


Now, the Account Address 
(N36J6GXVKYOCJXBJXDH2YP53F2CBRVL3TWUYBZTHO5KOXQYZ2WACHLVQZM) and Transaction ID 
(7C2OU3MWOJCAEKSX6HWQRW4CUR5BK6H3PPMB5TOQEG6DC6QHHCWA) are both committed to the 
blockchain. You can explore accounts and transactions using the TestNet AlgoExplorer. AlgoExplorer is 
available for BetaNet and MainNet as well.

You can also view the funded account on sandbox by typing:

./sandbox goal account list

You can add additional funds to your test accounts on an as-needed basis.

You can use sandbox to send funds from the funded account to another account with the following 
command:

./sandbox goal clerk send -f <default-account-name> -t <receiving-account-name> -a 

<microAlgos>

For instance, jim will send 1000 microAlgos (1e-6 of an Algo) to bob:

./sandbox goal clerk send -f jim -t bob -a 1000

III. Account & Wallet Recovery With Sandbox  

Say that you need to recover a particular wallet and account(s) within the sandbox. You can complete the 
following steps:

Start recovering the original wallet by typing ./sandbox goal wallet new walletName -r . The 
new wallet name does not need to match the name of your original wallet.
Enter your recovery mnemonic (for your original wallet) and set a password.

You can now view the newly created wallet with ./sandbox goal wallet list .

Enter ./sandbox goal wallet -f walletName  to set the new wallet as the 'default' wallet (if 
needed).

Use ./sandbox goal account new -w walletName  to restore the old account. If you need to 
recover multiple accounts, you can simply reenter this command as many times as needed. 

https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/address/N36J6GXVKYOCJXBJXDH2YP53F2CBRVL3TWUYBZTHO5KOXQYZ2WACHLVQZM
https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/tx/7C2OU3MWOJCAEKSX6HWQRW4CUR5BK6H3PPMB5TOQEG6DC6QHHCWA
https://testnet.algoexplorer.io/
https://betanet.algoexplorer.io/
https://algoexplorer.io/
af://n599


Note: If the number of times you enter this command exceeds the number of accounts existing in this wallet, 
new accounts will be created and added to the wallet.

In the following example, two accounts 
(SCQXLPCO6IR7ED3TXPW3VXVYITMPWNULVUVTEKRT6I2IY7MSV3XUZG7JRM and 
4MBMLWW77KGHC5TP6CCEJBELAJELKZ5BATGGIMNEIZO4NC26VX4XLCCQ7U) have been recovered, 
and the extra accounts were generated using ./sandbox goal account new -w walletName :

IV. Account Creation & Funding With Java SDK  

Creating and funding accounts using one of the Algorand SDKs is quite straightforward. In this example, we 
will create and fund 3 new accounts using the Java SDK and the Testnet Algo Dispenser:

package com.algodev;

import com.algorand.algosdk.account.Account;

import com.algorand.algosdk.crypto.Address;

public class CreateNewAccounts {

    public static void main(final String args[]) throws Exception {

        // Create a random new account

        Account act1 = new Account();

        // Get the new account address

        Address addr1 = act1.getAddress();

        // Get the backup phrase

        String backup1 = act1.toMnemonic();

        System.out.println("Account Address 1: " + addr1.toString());

        // Create a random new account

        Account act2 = new Account();

        // Get the new account address

        Address addr2 = act2.getAddress();

        // Get the backup phrase

        String backup2 = act2.toMnemonic();

        System.out.println("Account Address 2: " + addr2.toString());

        // Create a random new account

        Account act3 = new Account();

        // Get the new account address

        Address addr3 = act3.getAddress();

        // Get the backup phrase

        String backup3 = act3.toMnemonic();

        System.out.println("Account Address 3: " + addr3.toString());

        System.out.println("");
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If you click "Run and Debug," you will receive an output that resembles the following:

You will need to fund the accounts using the TestNet Dispenser, like in the previous example. 

The output (including account access details) is included in the code above as an example. Such outputs 
should never be publicly shared nor exposed in production environments.

Code is available for the Python, JavaScript, and Go SDKs as well.

8. Transaction Signing  

        System.out.println("Copy the accounts above and add funds using the 

TestNet Dispenser at https://bank.testnet.algorand.network/");

        System.out.println("");

        System.out.println("final String account1_mnemonic = \"" + backup1 + 

"\"");

        System.out.println("final String account2_mnemonic = \"" + backup2 + 

"\"");

        System.out.println("final String account3_mnemonic = \"" + backup3 + 

"\"");

       

    }

}
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Account Address 1: OZJ37I5VBD7GOKYN3MV45K2NSBY4GMDOAAHXCN7VJG6ATM3DMR5T3BKDUU

Account Address 2: QL7ZOECH3WMMFNVQCU4LQ2QUAYRZKTYYD5HVVYHW7777YM35TJAHMJHCV4

Account Address 3: JE745VMKWHPRF6BMEQHA4VVUFMJCEWBOTYIR2S5O2E7HOT4RMDZQNZU2AI

Copy the accounts above and add funds using the TestNet Dispenser at

https://bank.testnet.algorand.network/

final String account1_mnemonic = "pool security erosion mandate never rice

expand story loop major puzzle rubber major interest trigger foster country

donkey upper grace brick glove mass about ostrich"

final String account2_mnemonic = "crater foam enlist file nephew escape

invest twist live salute update language replace job seat catch tragic

stomach student exile toilet gaze plastic able hybrid"

final String account3_mnemonic = "flat fun advice strategy farm enact brick

slam cannon slow dial gift such real gym receive relax grief heart hover

simple fire tube abandon rifle"
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I. WalletConnect API  

WalletConnect is an open protocol makes it easy for mobile wallets to securely interact with dApps. A dApp-
enabled website utilizes the WalletConnect API to perform Algorand operations like transaction signing. 
These operations are executed through a mobile application, the Algorand Wallet (now Pera Wallet). The end 
user of a dApp is prompted to authorize transactions through QR code scanning (desktop) or deep linking 
(smartphone application).

To get started with WalletConnect, download the Pera Wallet and create a new account or add an existing 
account using your account backup phrase. Note that each account has its own backup phrase, and you 
must keep them safe because it's the only way to recover an account. 

In this case, we have added a new pre-created account to the Pera Wallet using the "Recover With 
Passphrase" and named it TestFund:

af://n629
https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/walletconnect/
https://perawallet.app/
https://support.perawallet.app/en/article/create-a-new-algorand-account-on-pera-wallet-1ehbj11/












The next step is very important. Go to the Settings (gear icon) and click on Developer Settings to select Node 
Settings --> TestNet. Make sure you are careful about transactions as well as the sharing of information on 
MainNet.









You can now see an Algo Dispenser option to directly dispense microAlgos to your account for testing 
purposes:





You can view WalletConnect sessions through the Settings dashboard as well:



To interact with dApps, you can use the QR code button on the top right corner to scan a QR code:



You can use this simple WalletConnect example dApp offered by Algorand to see how this works.

At this point, we have completed the following:

Created and funded an account
Added the account to the Pera Wallet
Connected to the TestNet Network within Node Settings
Explored how WalletConnect sessions work within Pera Wallet

Next, we will use npm  to install WalletConnect:

 npm install --save @walletconnect/client algorand-walletconnect-qrcode-modal algosdk 

@json-rpc-tools/utils

https://algorand.github.io/walletconnect-example-dapp/


Now, we can use WalletConnect to interact with the dApps that we will build! Review the Quick Start for dApp 
Devs documentation for an example of TypeScript code that will allow a dApp developer to (a) establish a 
connection and (b) request a simple payment transaction signature. You are encouraged to monitor the 
WalletConnect Monorepo for new releases and updates.

II. Alternatives

Other than WalletConnect, Algorand developers can also utilize two additional tools for transaction signing:

AlgoSigner is an Algorand Wallet browser extension that enables users to approve and sign 
transactions generated by dApps. It is currently available on Chrome.
MyAlgo Connect is an SDK that enables developers to integrate with MyAlgo Wallet to enable web 
application users to inspect and securely sign transactions.

https://developer.algorand.org/docs/get-details/walletconnect/#quick-start-for-dapp-devs
https://github.com/WalletConnect/walletconnect-monorepo/releases
af://n667
https://github.com/PureStake/algosigner
https://connect.myalgo.com/docs/introduction
af://n674
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